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NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS AND PRODUCT
STABLE OPERATORS ON BANACH SPACES
BY

G. F. WEBB
Abstract. The method of product integration is used to obtain solutions to the
time dependent Banach space differential equation u'(t) = A(t)(u(t)), iäO, where A is
a function from [0, oo) to the set of nonlinear operators from the Banach space X to
itself and « is a function from [0, oo) to X. The main requirements placed on A are that
A is m-dissipative and product stable on its domain. Applications are given to a linear
partial differential equation, to nonlinear dissipative operators in Hubert space, and
to continuous, m-dissipative. everywhere defined operators in Banach spaces.

1. Introduction. We consider the existence problem for the time dependent
nonlinear evolution equation

(1.1.)

u'(t) = A(t)(u(t)),

t ^ 0,

where A is a mapping from [0, oo) to the set of (possibly nonlinear) operators on
the Banach space Zand « is a function from [0, oo) to X. The linear equation (1.1)
has been treated by T. Kato [10], K. Yosida [20], I. Goldstein [8] as well as many
others. More recently such authors as T. Kato [11], J. Dorroh [7], and R. Martin
[13] have considered the nonlinear equation (1.1).
Previous authors have usually required a continuity condition on A(t) as a
function in t. The main objective of this paper is to treat the existence problem for
(1.1) in cases for which such continuity conditions do not hold. We consider (1.1)
in the form u'(t) = F'(t)A(t)u(t) where Pis an absolutely continuous function from
[0, oo) to the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on X. The method used
to construct solutions is product integration. In §2 definitions are stated, in §3 the
main theorems are proved, and in §4 examples and applications are given.

2. Definitions. Let X be a Banach space, let B(X) be the Banach algebra of
bounded linear operators on X, and let N(X) be the set of mappings (possibly
nonlinear) from a subset of X to X.
Definition 2.1. A function P from [0, oo) to B(X) is absolutely continuous
provided that if Ofíufív and c>0 there exists d>0 such that if {(sh ?j)}"=ois a
sequence of disjoint intervals in [u, v] and 2?= o (s¡ —t¡)<d, then 2?= o f¡F(Si)—F(tt)\\
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<c. The greatest such number dis the modulus of absolute continuity of F on [u, v]
with respect to c.
We remark that if F is an absolutely continuous function from [0, co) to B(X)
andO^M^«;, then Fis of bounded variation on [u, v], i.e., there is a number N such

that if {Si}f=0is a chain from «top then 2"=i ||F(st) - F(st _ y)|| £N and the least
such number N is denoted by J**||^F||.
Definition 2.2. Let A e N(X) and let F be a function from [0, oo) to B(X).
Define A to be m-dissipative with respect to F provided that if 0fis<t

and

p, q e domain A then the following hold :

(2.1)
(2.2)

\](i-(F(t)-F(s))A)p^(I-(F(t)-F(s))A)q\\

ä \\p-q\\,

range (/- (F(t) - F(s))A) = X.

Note that (2.1) and (2.2) imply that for 0fis<t, (I-(F(t)-F(s))A)
(I-(F(t)-F(s))A)'1
is defined on all of X, and ifp, qeX, then

(2.3)

\\(I-(F(t)-F(s))A)-^p-(I-(F(t)-F(s))A)-iq\\

is one-to-one,

Í \\p-q\\.

Definition 2.3. Let F be a function from [0, oo) to B(X) and let A be a function
from [0, oo) to N(X) such that A(t) is w-dissipative with respect to F for r^0. If
Ofiufiv and s = {s,}?»0 is a chain from u to v, denote (/— (F(s¡) —F(st _ y))A(st - 0) ~1

by [A,F,Si] and denote UUi[A,F,st]

by FL M, F] (where UUx[A,F,Si]

= [A, F, sn][A, F, sn_y]- ■-[A, F, Sy] and the product operation is composition of
mappings). Suppose that p e X, Ofiufiv, and z is a point of X such that if c>0
there exists a chain s from u to c such that if t is a refinement of s then
IIz—EL M> F]/71| < c. Define z to be the product integral of A with respect to F for

/. from mto v and denote z by FIS M>F]/>.
Definition 2.4. Let Ofiufiv. A sequence of chains {i(l ),}[!=
0>M2)¡}¡i0>- • ■
from m to v is said to be admissible provided that if « is a positive integer then the

following hold :
(1) s(n+l) is a refinement of s(ri),
(2) either max{i(«)i-i(n),-i
I lfkiSrn}<l/n
or if s(n)j —s(n)j-y> l/n for some
integeryin [l, rn], then for every integer m>n there is no point s(m)¡ of {s(m)i}¡'i0
such that j,(w),_1<s(m)J<j(n)y.
Definition 2.5. Let A be a function from [0, oo) to N(X), let F be a function
from [0, oo) to B(X), and let E<=,X such that (l) A(t) is m-dissipative with respect

to F for iäO, (2) Eç domain A(t) for r^0, and (3) (I-(F(t)-F(s))A(s))~1(E)^E
for 0f=s<t. We define A to be product stable with respect to F on F provided that
the following are true :
(2.4) If p e E and 0^«;, then there is a positive number M(F,p, v) such that if

Qfíufíxfiyflv
and s is a chain from u to y then |^(x) Fis M, F]/.|| fíM(F,p, v).
(2.5) If/? e£,0ái), and c>0, there exists d>0 such that if 0<yfkd, sis a chain
from v to v+y and üáxáu+ji,

then ||/i(x) Fis 1-4, F]/> —j4(i;)/?|| <c.
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(2.6) If p e E, O^u^v,

and 5(1), s(2),...

from m to y such that limbec
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is an admissible sequence of chains

\~]s(n) [A, F]p exists, then limn^„o FLoo [A, F]peE.

3. An existence theorem. With the definitions above we state the following
theorem :
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a function from [0, oo) to N(X), let F be an absolutely
continuous function from [0, co) to B(X), and let E be a subset of X such that
(I) A(t) is m-dissipative with respect to F for /^0.

(II) PC domain A(t) for t^O.
(III) P is invariant under (I-(F(t)-F(s))A(s))-1

for 0^s<t,

(I-(F(t)-F(s))A(s))-\E)

i.e.,

£ P.

(IV) A is product stable with respect to F on E.

IfpeEandO^u^v

then UZ [A, F]p exists and flu [A, F]p e E.

Examples satisfying (I)-(IV) are given in §4. Theorem 3.1 will be proved by means
of a sequence of lemmas each of which is under the hypothesis of the theorem.

Lemma 3.1. Let peE,

let OSu^v,

let {s¡}í=0 be a chain from u to v, and let

M(F, p, v) be the positive number as in (2.4). Iflújíkn

(3.1)

and z = Y\l = ï [A, F, st]p, then

f] [A,F, Si]z-z = 2 (F(sù- F(Si_x))A(Si
_x)fl [A,F, sk]z,

and

(3.2)

If] [A,F,Si]z-z Ú M(F,p,v)2 IIF(sx)-F(st.x)\\.
Ii=i

f=y

Proof. To establish (3.1) we see that

fl K F,Si]z-z= 2 fil U,F,sk]z-Yl[A,F,sk]z
= 2 (F(si)-F(si.x))A(si.x)fl W, F, sk]z.
Then (3.2) follows immediately from (3.1) and (2.4).
We require now the following definitions : Let u ^ 0 and define
Qu = {K £ [u, oo) | u e K, K is bounded,

(3.3)

every nonempty

sub-

set of K has a smallest number in K, and if {*,}"=i is an
infinite increasing sequence in K then lim {x¡}¡°=1$ K}.

IfKe Qu and x> ulet Kx = {y e K \ y < x} and if K e Qulet K'= {x \ xis the limit
of an infinite increasing sequence in K). We remark that if K e Qu then K' is closed

and countable.
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Lemma 3.2. Let «äO, let Ke Qu, and let y = sup K. There is a sequence of chains
{í(l)¡}¡"¿0, {j(2)¡}fi0,... from u to v such that for each positive integer n:
(3.4) s(n+l) is a refinement of s(n).
(3.5) If I Si^mn, thens(n)i e Ku K'; ifs(n)t e K, thens(n)i is the first point of K
which follows s(n)i-i', if s(n)¡ e K', then 5(«)¡_i e K; and 2i,s(n),eK' \s(n)¡ —j(m)í-i|
<min{¿„, l/n} where bn is the modulus of absolute continuity of F on [u, v] with
respect to 1/2".
Moreover, if p e E there is a unique point z of E such that if s (l), s (2),...
is any
sequence of chains from u to v satisfying (3.4) and (3.5) then FLa> [A, F]p,
FL«) [A, F]p,...
converges to z.

Proof. The sequence of chains s(l), 5(2),... satisfying (3.4) and (3.5)
virtue of the covering theorem and the fact that K' is closed. Suppose
{s(l)i}r¿o> {■y(2)i}r=o• • • is any sequence of chains from u to v satisfying
(3.5). Let/? e P, let « be a positive integer and let {w/}f^0be an increasing

exists by
now that
(3.4) and
sequence

such that H>0
= 0, vfmn= wn + 1, and if / is an integer in [1, mn] then s(n)¡ = s(n+ l)Wi.

If i is an integer

—nUi

in [1, mn] let Ki = YJfiWl_l +1 [A, F, 5(w+l)y]

[A, F, s(n)¡]. Noting that if s(n)¡ e K, Pi/i_1^=/i/?,

and

let J¡

we see that

Ills(n+l)
u [A,F]p-Yl[A,F]p\
s(n)
II
II m„ r "in

m„

-i i

= lli=iLy=i
2 n^.-i/»- j =nt +i KtjiP\\
JI
¿ 2 ¡KiJi^p-JipW

(by(23))

= i.s(n),eK'
2 \\K¡jt-íP-jiP\\
ú

2

t,s(.n)¡eK'

\^t-iP-^t-\PÎ-+\Ji-iP-[A,F,i(ftWl-iP\
r

=

2
i,s(n)ieK'

»i

2
Lj =Wt-i

||^("+l);)-^("+l)í-l)||M(P,A^)
+l

+ \\F(s(n)i)-F(s(n)i.1)\\M(F,p,

v)

(by (3.2))
<(l/2-1)M(F,p,v).
Thus, risd) [A, F]p, FTs(2)[A, F]p,...
is a Cauchy sequence and so let z denote its
limit. We observe that 5(1), 5(2),... is an admissible sequence of chains from u to
v (Definition 2.4) and so z e E by virtue of (2.6). To show that z is unique suppose
that each of 5(1), 5(2),...
and t(l), t(2),...
is a sequence of chains from Ktoc
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satisfying (3.4) and (3.5). We see that there is a sequence s("i), t(n2), s(n3), r(«4),...

satisfying(3.4) and (3.5) and so FLcd [A, F]p, FL«. \A, F]p,...

and FLcd [A, E]p,

n«2> [^> F]/.,... must converge to z and the lemma is proved.
We will need the following notation: Let the unique point z of Lemma 3.2 be
denoted by z(K,p). Suppose now that p e E, uä0, Ke Qu, v = sup K, and c>0. By
(2.5) there exists d>0 such that if 0<yfid,
s is a chain from v to v+y and

v^xfkv+y,

then \\A(x)l\s[A, F]z(K,p)-A(v)z(K,p)\\<c.

Let d(K,p,c)

denote

one such number d. If p e E, u^O, and c>0 define

(3.6)

«4(j?,u, c) = {K e Qu \ if q ^ u e K then «7= sup Kq+ d(Kq, p, c)}.

We remark that if Ke A(p, u, c) and q^ue K then Kq e A(p, u, c). Further, if K
and J are two members of A(p, u, c), then there exists qeK such that Kq=J or

qeJsuch

that Jq = K.

Lemma 3.3. Ifp e E, 0 fi u á v, and 0 0, //ie« there exists K e A(p, u, c) such that
v fi sup K.

Proof. Assume that there exists no Ke A(p,u,c)
such that supÄ^y.
Let
J=\Jk<¡aív,u,o K. We have then that / is bounded and further Je A(p, u, c). But
then / u {sup J+ d(J, p, c)} e A(p, u, c) which implies that sup /+ d(J, p,c)eJ
and so we have a contradiction.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose p e E, «3:0, and Ke Qu. We have the following:

(i) If qeK,
= z(Kqu{q},p).
(ii) If xeK,
z(Ky,p)=z(J,w).

qïu,

and

x#«,

yeK',

v = snp Kq, then (I-(F(q)-F(v))A(v))~1z(Kq,p)
x<y,

w = z(KxU {x},p), and J=Ky —Kx, then

Proof. To show (i) suppose that s(l), s(2),...

is a sequence of chains from u to v

satisfying (3.4) and (3.5) of Lemma 3.2 for Kq. Then s(l) u {q}, s(2) u {q},... is a
sequence of chains from u to q satisfying (3.4) and (3.5) of Lemma 3.2 for Kq u {q}

and thus ELdum [A, E]p, EU««,.«)[A, F]p,...

converges to z(Kqu{q},p).

Further, Yls{r>[A, F]p,\~ls(2)[A, F]p,...
converges to z(Kq,p) and so by the
continuity of (I-(F(q)-F(v))A(v))~1
(see (2.3)) we have (i).
To show (ii) suppose that s(l), s(2),...
is a sequence of chains from u to x
satisfying (3.4) and (3.5) of Lemma 3.2 for Kx u {x}. We note that Je Qx and so
let t(l), t(2),...
be a sequence of chains from x to y satisfying (3.4) and (3.5) of

Lemma 3.2 for /. Define r(n) = s(n) u t(n) for each positive integer n. Then a
subsequence r(ny), r(n2),... of r(l), r(2),...
satisfies (3.4) and (3.5) of Lemma 3.2

for Ky. ThusFIrcm) [A, F]p, FL(n2)[A, F]p,... converges to z(Ky, p), TUni) [A, F]p,
rL(n2) [A, F]p,...
converges to w, Flicm) Ia, F]w, n«n2) [A, F]w,... converges to
z(J, w), and hence z(Ky,p) = z(J, w).
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and c>0. There is a chain s from u to v such

that if t is a refinementof s then ||FL [A, F]p —Fit [A, F]p\\ <c.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 one of the following two cases must hold:
Case I. There exists Ke A(p, u, c) such that i>= sup K.
Case 2. There exists K e A(p, u, c) such that v < sup K and there exists no q e K

such that v<q< sup K.
We first consider Case 1. Let s = {s¡}¡10 be a chain from u to v = sup K such that if
i is an integer in [1, m] then s has the properties (a) if st e Pthen 5¡ is the first point

of K which follows $,_..; (b) if st $ K then s¡ e K' and 5^,6 K; and (c)
2i,s,eK' \Si—Si-i\<b where b is the modulus of absolute continuity
with respect to c. Define {qí}?=0 as follows :

of P on [u, v]

tfo = P,

(3.7)

qt = z(KSi u {Si},p)

ifSieK,

qt = z(KSi,p)

if5,eP'.

We observe that if 5, e K, i^O, then by Lemma 3.4(i) and (3.6) we have the

following:
q%= z(KSt u {5,},p)

(3.8)

= (/-(P(sup

KSi+ d(Ks¡,p, c))-F(sup

Ks))A(sup K,))-1 z(Klt,p)

= (/- (F(Si) - F(Si. x))A(Si_ 0) - ^ - !.
Further,

if steK,

/V0,

r is a chain

from

s¡-X to j

where

5i_1^>'^5i,

and x g [5j_i, j»], then by (3.6) we have that

(3.9)

A(x) Yl [A,F]qi_x-A(Si-x)qi..x < c.

If 5( e K' we have by Lemma 3.4(ii) that
(3.10)

qt = z(KSt,p) = z(PSl-PSi.i;

ft.i).

Further, by using Lemma 3.1 and (c) above we have that

(3.11)

2 n^.^t-1-ít-i

i,s,eÄ"

cM(F, p, v)

r(i)

where r(i) is a chain from s¡-x to 5j, and

(3.12)

2 ift-ft-ii.5-2
Mw;-Ji,-***-i)-*iii
í.s¡eK'
úcM(F,p,v).

Suppose now that t = {t,}'}=0is a refinement of s = {5¡}jm=
o»i»e»-there is an increasing sequence {wJfLo such that w0= 0, wm= n, and if 1 á/^w
then 5i = /u)i. Define
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Ki = Ufíwi-1 +i [A, F, t,] for Iflifim.

Then, using (3.8), (3.9), and (3.1) we see that

2 \\Kiqi.y-qi\\=
2 Mta-i-W.Jdft-il
l.SieK

(by(3.8))

i,s¡sK

fk 2

415

\\(I-(F(st)-F(si^y))A(s^y))Kiql.y-ql.y\\

(by (2.3))

i.sieX"

=2

ilr

lü'

i

II

[A,F,t,]qi-i-qi-A

i,steK IIL j'= t«ii_i+ l

J

-(F(si)-F(s^y))A(si.y)Kiqi_y

= 2
i.steK

2

(F^-F^-y))

| y = íü¡ _i + 1

(í

A(t¡-y)

[A, F, tk]qt-y-A(s^y)Kiqi
k = wt-y + l

\ II

M

/ II

(by (3.1))

= 22
(I

\m-nt,-ù\\

A(t¡-y) n

[A,F, tk]q,_! - A(s¡_0?i -1

te = lüt- i + 1

II

+ A(st_i)«7j
_i - A(st.J
< 2c P ||dF||

"I

II\

ff

U, F, rfc]<7¡
.J

fc= 1^-1 + 1

11/

(by (3.9)).

Moreover, using (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12), we have that

2 Mta-i-fti è 2 l^ft-i-ft-il+l*-i-«(^-^.i.«-i)l
i,Sl6ÜT'

i.SiEÍT'

< 2cM(F, p, v).
Thus,
m

r m

iiM^-î. = 2 n^«-i- n **•
^ 2 u*i?.-i-íti
m

(3.13)

= 2 i*iíf-i-ítii+2 ii*íí*-i-ííII
i.sieif

¡,s,elf'

< 2c f ||rfF||+2cM(F,/>,ü)
Jti

and noting that s is a refinement of itself we have the lemma established for Case 1
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Suppose now that Case 2 holds and Case 1 does not hold. Then, supPeP,
^sup K^A(p,

u, c), and sup (Psup K) < v. Let q = z(Ksw K, p) and let w = sup (Psup K)

and note that by (3.6) sup K=w + d(Ksu¡lK,p, c). Further, let
r = (I-(F(v)-F(w))A(w))-1q.
In Case 1 (see (3.13)) we showed that there is a chain {5i}fm=u
from u to w such that if
t is a refinement of s then

(3.14)

T\[A, F]p-q\ < 2c(£ \\dF\\+M(F,p, w))-

Define {ißf-V by s[ = 5¡ if 0^ ;:^m and s'm+ 1= v. Let {<J?=0be a refinement of s' and

let tk = w. We have then that

fl [A,F]p-r\z Tl [A,F,tt]fl l¿>F,t,]p- fl [A,F,tt]q
t

(=k+l

1=1

i=k+l

+ 11f] [A,F,ti]q-(I-(F(v)-F(w))A(w))-1q
IIi = k+l

<2c^\\dF\\+M(F,p,w)j

+ \(I-(F(v)-F(w))A(w)) fl

Ú2c(f \\dF\\+M(F,p,w))+f
x M('i-i) Il
Ml

j = k+l
+

(by (3.14))

[A,F,ti]q-q

¡Fdd-Fdi^)!

[A,F,tj]q-A(w)q\\

A(w)q-A(w)fl

i = k+l

[A,F,t,]q\)

< 2c (£" ||</P||+M(F,p, W))+2c £ ||i/P||

||/

(by(3.1))
(by (3.6)).

Thus, observing that 5 is a refinement of itself we have the lemma established for

Case 2.
We see then that if p e E and 0 ^ u ^ v the product integral FK [A, F]p of A with
respect to Pfor p from w to u exists (Definition 2.3) by virtue of Lemma 3.5 and the
completeness of X. Further, it follows from (2.6) that FIS [A, F]p e E. Hence,
Theorem 3.1 is established. In [18] the author proved Theorem 3.1 in the special
case that A(t) = A is independent of t, F(t) = tl for /äO, and A is everywhere
defined and continuous on X. In Example 4.3 we will consider a problem similar
to this one in the time dependent case. Other authors, such as H. Brezis and
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A. Pazy [3], J. Mermin [14], and J. Neuberger [15] have obtained results similar to
Theorem 3.1. Recently, M. Crandall and T. Liggett announced in [4] the following
very general result in the time independent case: If A(t) = A is w-dissipative with
respect to F(t) = tl, t^O, and p is in the domain of A, then limn_„ (I—(x/n)A)~n

exists for all x^O.
By virtue of Theorem 3.1 we state now the following definition:
Definition 3.1. Let A be a function from [0, oo) to N(X), let Pbe an absolutely
continuous function from [0, oo) to B(X), and let P be a subset of X such that

(I), (II), (III), and (IV) of Theorem 3.1 hold. If 0 ^ u ^ v define the mapping U(v, u)
from P to P by U(v, u)p = FIS [A, F]p for each point p e E and call U the evolution
operator of A with respect to P on P.
One easily verifies that U has the following properties :

(3.15) U(u, u)p =p forpeEand
uä0.
(3.16) \\U(v,u)p—U(v,u)q\\^\\p—q\\ for p,q eP and O^u^v (by Lemma 3.5
and (2.3)).
(3.17) U(v, w)U(w, u)p= U(v, u)p for/7 e E and Oíiíáwáp
(by Lemma 3.5).
(3.18) |]U(v,u)p -p || ^M(F,p,v)¡l
||¿P||for/?ePand0^t/^D(by
Lemma 3.1).
We remark further that if O^u^v,

then U(v, u) can be extended by continuity

((3.16) above) to the closure P of P.
In the discussion that follows we require that the function Pfrom [0, oo) to B(X)
can be represented as the indefinite Bochner integral of its derivative. For a treatment of Bochner integration the reader is referred to [9]. We will use the following

facts :
(3.19) If Pis absolutely continuous and has a strong derivative P' almost everywhere, then P can be expressed as the indefinite Bochner integral of F' (see [9,

Theorem 3.8.6, p. 88]).
(3.20) If P' is Bochner integrable then ¡|P'|| is Lebesgue integrable and
limh^0(l/h)¡tt+h ||P'|| = ||P'(0|| for almost all t^O (see [9, Theorems 3.7.4 and

3.8.5]).
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a function from [0, oo) to N(X), let F be an absolutely
continuous function from [0, oo) to B(X), and let E^X such that (I), (II), (III), and
(IV) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, and let U be the evolution operator of A with respect
to F on E. Further, let F have a strong derivative almost everywhere on [0, oo). If
p e E and 0 ^ u then for almost all t^u

d+/dt U(t, u)p = F'+(t)A(t)U(t, u)p.
Proof. Let p e E,0^u,

c>0 and t S: u such that F' +(t) exists and

lim l/h f + ||P'|| = ||P'+(i)ll-

h->0+
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There exists d> 0 such that if 0 < h< d then

(3.21)

til!h)[Fit+ft)-Fit)]-F'+it)l

(3-22)

< c,

rf'**|ir'l<|if'*(OI + i.

n Jt

and if 0<h<d,

s is a chain from t to t + h and x e [t, t + h] then

(3.23)

M(x)J] [A,F]U(t, u)p-A(t)U(t, u)p < c

(by (2.5)).

s

Let 0<h<d.

There is a chain r = {rf}?=0from t to i + /i such that

(3.24)

E] [¿, F]£/(i, u)p- U(t+ h, t)U(t, u)pl < ch.
r

Then

\\(l/h)[U(t + h, u)p-U(t,

u)p]-F' +(t)A(t)U(t, u)p\\

< c+l I fil lA>
W> U)P-u({<
u)p]-[F(t+h)-F(t)]A(t)U(t,
u)p\\
A|Lr
J
+ ||(l//0[F(/+ /0-F(i)Eï(O«y(i, u)p-F' +(t)A(t)U(t,u)p

c+l|Í2
Wrd-m-tñ
" IIí = l
IA(rt.y)H [A,F, rj]U(t, u)p-A(t)U(t, u)p
i=i
+ ||(l//ï)[F(i+ /0-F(O]--F' +(OI \A(t)U(t, u)p\
(by (3.1))

= c+í 2 ¡FM-Firmle*4A(t)Vit,

u)p\\

(by(3.21),(3.23))

= C+Í" i¿IIP
F'\c
+c\\A(t)U(t,u)p\\
= ill Jr,_i
II

ác(i+JÎ £^11^1
+M(Ot/(í,«)/»«)
= c(l+^£

+"||F'|| + M(Oí/(í,M)^||)

< c(l + ||F'+(OII+ l + M(0£/a«)/j||)

(by(3.22)).

Thus, í/+/<ií í/(r, «)^ = F'+(í)v4(0^(f,
«)/> and so the theorem is proved.
We conclude this section with the following theorem :

Theorem 3.3. Let Abe a mapping from [0, oo) to N(X), let each of Fand G be an
absolutely continuous function from [0, oo) to B(X), and let E be a subset of X such
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that (I), (II), (III), and (IV) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied for both F and G on E. Let
UF and Ua be the evolution operators of A with respect to F and G, respectively. If

p eEandQ^u^v,

(3.25)

then

|| UF(v,u)p-U0(v, u)p\\ Í M(F,p, v) f \\d(F-G)\\
Ju

and if each of Fand G can be represented as the indefinite Bochner integral of F' and
G', respectively, then

(3.26)

||UF(v,u)p- UG(v,u)p|| ^ M(F, p, v) f ||P'-G'\\.
Ju

Proof. Let peE,

let O^u^v,

let s = {5^=0 be a chain from u to v, let

qi = TVj=ï[A, F, Sj]p for each integer in [2, n] and let qx=p. Then,

JTl[A,F]p-Tl[A,G]p^
= 2 [ IÎ lA>
G>
»*1
fl[A,F,Sj]p
- fl [A,G,sAf] [A,F,Sj]p]
I
n

á 2 II\-A>
F>Sil9t-[A,G,Si]qi\\
i=i
(3.27)

ï 2 \\(I-(G(si)-G(si^x))A(s^x))[A,
F, sfa-ÇiW
i=i
= 2 \\((F(si)-F(Si.x))-(G(Si)-G(si.1)))A(Si.x)[A,F,st]qi\\
1= 1

fí 2 \\(F(si)-F(si.x))-(G(si)-G(Si.x))\\M(F,p,v)
¡= 1

ÚM(F,p,v)

[ \\d(F-G)\\.

Ju

Thus, by Lemma 3.5 we have (3.25). Moreover, if Pand G can be represented as the
indefinite Bochner integral of P' and G', respectively, then from (3.27) we have that

III lA>FlP-Tl W>G]p\\Û 2 ¡(F(Si)-F(Si.1))-(G(si)-G(sl.x))\\M(F,p,
v)
Il s

s

1= 1

íM(F,p,v)fu\\F'-G'\\.
Again, using Lemma 3.5 we have (3.26) and so the theorem is proved.
4. Examples. We first prove a theorem for the linear case that will be applied
to a linear partial differential equation.
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Theorem 4.1. Let A be a closed, one-to-one, onto, linear operator defined on
D^ X to X where X is a Banach space. Further, let v4x = 2?=o D¡xfor x e D, where,
for each integer i in [0, «], D¡ is a closable linear operator on X and the domain of A
contains D. For each integer i in [0, n] let F¡ be an absolutely continuous function from

[0, oo) to B(X) and define A(t) = A and F(i) = 2"=o F,(i)A^_1 for all räO. Let
E=(~)¡?=y domain An and require that the following are satisfied:

(4.1) \\(I-(F(t)-F(s))A)p\\^\\p\\
for p e D, OúsKt,
(4.2) range (/-(F(t)-F(s))A)
= Xfor Qfks<t,
(4.3) (/- (F(t) - F(s))A) - ^Ap= A(I- (F(t) - F(s))A) ~xpfor p e E,0fis<t.
Then, F is an absolutely continuous function from [0, oo) to B(X) and conditions

(I), (II), (III), and (IV) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied.
Proof. We first show that Fis absolutely continuous. Since A'1 is closed and
everywhere defined, we have that A'1 is bounded by the closed graph theorem. For
each integer i in [0, n] there is a closed extension A of D¡. Then, DjA'1 is closed,
everywhere defined and thus bounded by the closed graph theorem. Moreover,
DiA~1 = DiA-1 and so F(t) eB(X) for t^0. If 0^s^i1 then

\\F(t)-F(s)\\ï J ¡Ftit)-Ftis)¡lA^-1!!
¡=0

and so F is absolutely continuous. We see that (I) is satisfied as a consequence of
(4.1) and (4.2), (II) is satisfied since A(t) = A for all t^0, and (III) is satisfied as a
consequence of (4.3). To show that (IV) is satisfied we first see that if p e E,
0fiu<v, and 5,= {5,i}ln=o
is a chain from u to v, then
m

AU

il- (F(S¡)- F(Si_y))A)-'p-Ap
m

O (/- (TO - F(st-y))A)
" *Ap- Ap
t =l
m

II

(by(4.3))

/ m

2 {n(I-(F(si)-F(si.y))A)-íAp
m

- E]

(4.4)

\

(I-(F(si)-F(s^y))A)-iAp)

m

Ú 2 \\(I-(F(si)-F(si.y))A)-íAp-Ap\\
i= l
m

f, 2 \\Ap-(I-(F(si)-F(si.y))A)Ap\\
Í=l
m

f, 2 \\F(si)-F(si.y)\\ ¡A2p\\.

(by (4.1))
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Thus, we have (2.4) and (2.5) by the absolute continuity of P. To show (2.6) suppose
that/? e P, 0¿w<i;and
{í(l)f}í=o> {j(2)i}¡io>... is an admissible sequence of chains
from u to v such that lim,,.,,,,, FL« [A, F]p exists. We will use (4.3) and (4.4) to show
that if q is a positive integer then lim,,-.,,«,FLoo [A, F]Aqp exists. Suppose m, n are
positive integers such that m>n and let w be an increasing sequence such that
w0 = 0, wrn= rm, and if/'is an integer in [0, rn] then s(n)¡ = s(m)w¡. If i is an integer in

[1, rn] let Pi = rTi =„l_1+1 [A, F, s(m)j] and let P = FL"=i [A, F, «(»),]. Further, let
L={ie

[1, rn] | w¡_! +1 #vt>¡}.Then, if q is a positive integer,

J-] [A,F,s(m)i]A"p-Tl[A,F,s^A'pl
¡=i

i=i

II

=|jnpv^--p-^||

=IIii=i IrWi-i^n jw/>11
Lj=<
?=i +i
JII
Ú 2 ¡KiJi-iA'p-JiAOpW
i=l

= 2 ¡Wt-iA'p-lA, P, 5(«)i]P_,/!*/>||
let

^ 2 II(/-(/:'(j(»)0-^(j(«)i-i)M)^i-i^-/i-i'í,pII
ieL

.

n

í = 10,-i

+ l

^>^>*(»«w.-1^-/.-^
- (P(5(n)0- F(s(n)i.x))AKiJi
_^<p1|

II

U'1

2

[P(5(m);)-P(5(m),.1)]

¡Si. IIi = KJi-i + l

\a

fl

L k = u),-1+1

[A,F>s(m)k]Jt_i/l9/7- P^P _xA"p]
J I

(by (3.1))
w¡

^2 2
íeL í = wi-i

r

+ lL

iF(s(m)j)-F(s(m)!.x)
x2

2
k = Wi-x + l

llní(m)fc)-f(í(»i)fc-i)||Ma +a/'||
J

(by (4.4), (4.3), and (4.1)).
Then, using the absolute continuity of P, the fact that P is of bounded variation on
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[u, v], and the fact that s(l), s(2),... is an admissible sequence of chains from u to
v, we have that limn_œ EUn) [A, F]Aqp exists. Hence, by (4.3) and the fact that A is
closed we see that lim,,..«, EL(n) [A, F]p is in domain A" for every positive integer
«7and so (2.6) is established. Thus, (IV) is satisfied and the theorem is proved.
We shall apply Theorem 4.1 to the following linear partial differential equation:
Example 4.1. Let X be the Banach space of continuous complex-valued
functions defined on ( —oo, oo) and periodic with period 2v and let X have the
supremum norm. Let D be the set of members of X having a continuous second
derivative and define the operators D0, Dy, D2 on D by D0x= —x, DyX= x', and
D2x = x" for x e D. Then, D0, Dy, D2 are closable linear operators on D and D is
dense in X. In Kato [10] (Theorem 6) it is shown that if p, q, r are real-valued 2.7
periodic functions on ( —oo, oo) with continuous derivatives of second, first, and
zero order, respectively,p>0
on ( —oo, oo), rS:0 on ( —oo, oo), and/."— q'— rfiO on
( —oo, oo), thenpD2+qDy + rD0 has the following properties:

(4.5) \\(I-(pD2+qDy + rD0))x\\ ^ \\x\\ for xeD,
(4.6) range (/-(pD2+qDy
+ rD0)) = X.
Define A —D2 + Dy + D0 with domain D. Then, —A = /— (D2 + Dy) and so by
(4.5) and (4.6) A is one-to-one, onto and A is closed on D. Further,
00

E = H domain An = {x\ x(n) e X

for every positive integer «}.

n= l

Suppose that/j(/), i=0, 1, 2, are real-valued functions on [0, oo) such that/2(0
is increasing andf0(t) is nondecreasing. Further, require that each off(t), i=0, 1, 2,
is absolutely continuous.
If rS:0 and xeX
define (Fi(t)x)(Ç)=fi(t)x(£),
i e( —oo, oo) and z'= 0, 1,2, and we see that F¡(t) is an absolutely continuous

function from [0, oo) to B(X). Define A(t) = A for all t ^ 0 and F(t) = 2?= 0 Ft(t)D{A "1
for all rS:0. We see that if Ofis<t then ||(/-(F(0-F(í))^)x||
^ ||x|| for x in D by
(4.5) and range (I-(F(t)-F(s))A)
= X by (4.6). Thus, (4.1) and (4.2) of Theorem
4.1 are satisfied. To show that (4.3) of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied we see that for x e E

and r>jS:0

A(F(t)-F(s))Ax
= (2 a)(Í(*X0-*X*))£/)*

= 22 (f/í)-ía*))aa*
¡= 0 í = 0

= 22 (f;m-f/í))aa*
1=01=0

= (¿o(^o-W)^)((2oa)*
= ((F(t)-F(s))A)Ax

NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
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and so A(I-(F(t)-F(s))A)x
= (I-(F(t)-F(s))A)Ax.
Then, for xeE
osâOwe
have that (I-(F(t)-F(s))A)~1x
e E and hence

423
and

(I-(F(t)-F(s))A)-iAx

= (/- (F(t) - F(s))A) - M(/- (F(t) - F(s))A)(I- (F(t) - F(s))A) " *x
= (/- (F(t ) - F(s))A) - *(/- (Fit) - F(s))A)A(I- (F(t) - F(s))A) " »x
= A(I-(F(t)-F(s))A)-iX

and so (4.3) holds.
Then, we have by Theorem 4.1 that conditions (I), (II), (III), and (IV) are satisfied
for A, F, and E defined as above. Moreover, since f¡(t), i=0, 1, 2, is absolutely
continuous, we have that for almost all t, if x e X and £ e ( —oo, oo), then

(F'(t)X)(o
= t2//(0(A>t-^)(a
=0
and so F has a strong derivative almost everywhere on [0, oo). Thus, by Theorem
3.1 the evolution operator U of A with respect to F exists on E= X and by Theorem

3.2 if x e F and 0 fku then for almost all t ^ u
8+/8t U(t, u)x = F'+(t)AU(t, u)x.
Since the existence of the derivative in the norm of X implies the existence of the
derivative in the usual sense, we have established the following theorem :
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that f0(t), fy(t), and f2(t) are real-valued absolutely continuous functions on [0, oo) such thatf2(t) is increasing andf0(t) is nondecreasing. Let
z be a continuous complex-valued function on ( —oo, oo), 2n periodic, and infinitely
differentiable on ( —00,00). If säO there is a complex-valued function x(t, Ç) on
[s, 00)x(-co,
00) such that x is 2ttperiodic and infinitely differentiable in $, x(s, £)

= z(i)for all i e ( —00, 00), and for almost all t^s

8+x(t,
a/Si= i2= 0 (frawx(t, qw.
Moreover, x(t, ¿;)= (U(t, s)z)(í¡)for t^s and £ e (-00, 00), where U is the evolution
operator of A with respect to F on E as in Example 4.1 above.

In order to apply Theorem 3.3 to this example we observe that for D0, Dy, D2, A,
F, E defined as above the constant M(F,p, v) in (2.4) can be chosen as \\Ap\\ for
each/7 e E (by (4.3) and (2.3)). Suppose that G is an absolutely continuous function

from [0, 00) to B(X) defined by g¡(t), i = 0, 1,2, in the same way that Fis defined by
f(t),
and

; = 0, 1,2. Let UF and Ua be the evolution operators for A with respect to F
G, respectively; let zeE,
¿âO, x(t, Ç)= (UF(t, s)z)(¿¡), and y(t, £) =
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(Ua(t, s)z)(£) for t^s, | e ( —00, 00). Then, for f e ( —00, 00) and almost all t^s,

x(s,0 = z(0,

8+x(t, 0/8/ = 2 (f/ +(t))Vx(t,0/S|<,
i=0

y(s,0 = 2(0,

S+j(/,0/8/ = J (*/+(0)*y(i,0/S?
(= 0

and by Theorem 3.3

\x(t,i)-y(t, 0| á M2||2
(f !/;'(/•)-g.'WI^)
IlA^-1II¡ = o w«
/
We next give a nonlinear example in the Hubert space. For recent results in the
study of nonlinear dissipative operators in the Hubert space the reader is referred

to M. Crandall and A. Pazy [5], J. Dorroh [6] and [7], H. Brezis, M. Crandall, and
A. Pazy [2], C. Pao and W. Vogt [17], and Y. Kömura [12].
Example 4.2. Let X be a real Hubert space and let A be a (possibly nonlinear)
operator from a subset D of X to X such that A is w-dissipative on D, i.e.,

(4.7) \\(I-XA)p-(I-XA)q\\^\\p-q\\
(4.8) range (/- \A) = X for A> 0,

for A>0, p, q e D,

or, equivalently, A is w-dissipative with respect to F(t) = tl, /S:0 (Definition 2.2).
We will require the following facts shown in [18, Lemma 1.2]:
(4.9) If A is w-dissipative on D, p e D, and {s¡}¡= 0 is an increasing sequence of
nonnegative numbers, then |n?=i Q—(si~^i-i)A)~1p— p\\ ^(sn—s0)\\Ap\\ and

¡A n?-1 (/- (iiSt-x)A)- VI ú\\Ap\\One can show that (4.7) and (4.8) imply that A is maximal dissipative on its
domain D, i.e., A is maximal with respect to the following property:

(4.10) (Ap —Aq,p—q)^0 for all/7, q e D (see, for example, M. Crandall and A.
Pazy [5]).
We will also require the following facts shown in [5] :
(4.11) If A is maximal dissipative on its domain D, {xn}™=1is a sequence in D
converging to z, and {Axn}ñ=x is bounded, then z is in D.
(4.12) If A is maximal dissipative on its domain D, {x„K°=1is a sequence in D
converging to z, zeD,
and lim sup,,-,« ||^4jc„|| S \\Az\\, then {Axn}n= x converges

to Az.
Let/be

an increasing real-valued absolutely continuous function on [0, 00) and

define F(t) =f(t)I (where I is the identity in B(X)), A(t) = A for t^O, and E=D
= domain^. It is easily seen that conditions (I), (II), and (III) are satisfied for
A, F, and P. To show that condition (IV) is satisfied we first observe that (2.4) is
satisfied by virtue of (4.9). We will prove that (2.5) holds by an indirect argument.
Assume that there exists p e D, c>0, and /^0 such that if n is a positive integer
there is a chain s(n) from t to t + dn, where 0<cin< l/n, and \\A FL« [A, F]p —Ap\\
^c. By (4.9) we see that lim^^ FL« [A, F]p=p and for each positive integer n
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we see that \\AEU [A, F]p\\ f, \\Ap\\.Then, by (4.12) {AEL<„>
[A, F]/.}»=1converges to Ap yielding a contradiction and hence (2.5) holds. To show that (2.6)
holds we let s(l), s(2),... be a sequence of chains from t/to v, Ofiufkv, such that

lim^o, Els(n)[A, F]p exists. Then {A EUn>[A, F]p}™=1is bounded by (4.9) and so
limn-.ooEls(n) [A, F]p e D = E by (4.11). Hence, (2.6) holds and condition (IV) is
satisfied. By Theorem 3.1 the evolution operator U of A with respect to F exists on
E and by Theorem 3.2 if p e E and Ofku then for almost all t^u

d +/dt U(t, u)p = fit) AU(t, u)p.
In conclusion we give the following example in the case that A is nonlinear,
continuous, and everywhere defined :
Example 4.3. Let Jbea
Banach space and let A be a function from [0, oo) to

N(X) such that
(4.13) domain A(t) = X for f£0.
(4.14) A is continuous as a function from [0, oo) x X to Xand A is bounded on
bounded subsets of [0, oo) x X.

(4.15) A is w-dissipative with respect to F(t) = tle B(X) for i^O.
Let E=Xand
we see immediately that conditions (I), (II), and (III) are satisfied.
We will establish the following fact in order to show that condition (IV) is satisfied :
(4.16) If p e X, Ofiufiv, and 5,={jí}í"=ois a chain from u to v then
m

ns [a,F]p-P ú í2= l (í,-í,-i)M(j,-i)/í.
y

m

m

II

m

m

11

n m f>s,]p-p\
= 2 n m-v*i]p-j n=i +l m.f>*hII
Ili = l
II i = l IIj=i
m

¿2i = l «KF *]/>-/>
Il
m

= 2 \\[A,F,si]p-[A,F,si](I-(si-si.y)A(si.y))p\\
ï=l
m

g i2= l fa-Ji-OMfa.jpll.
We see then that (2.4) and (2.5) follow from (4.14) and (4.15), and furthermore,
(2.6) is satisfied since E=X. Thus, conditions (I)-(IV) hold and we may apply
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. By Theorem 3.1 the evolution operator U of A with respect

to F (F(t) = tl, /SO) exists on X and by Theorem 3.2 if p e X and Ofiu, then for
t^u

d+/dt U(t, u)p = A(t)U(t, u)p.
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